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Abstract: Performance of the current battery management systems is limited by the on-board

embedded systems as the number of battery cells increases in the large-scale lithium-ion (Li-ion)

battery energy storage systems (BESSs). Moreover, an expensive supervisory control and data

acquisition system is still required for maintenance of the large-scale BESSs. This paper proposes

a new cloud-based battery condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform for the large-scale

Li-ion BESSs. The proposed cyber-physical platform incorporates the Internet of Things embedded

in the battery modules and the cloud battery management platform. Multithreads of a condition

monitoring algorithm and an outlier mining-based battery fault diagnosis algorithm are built in the

cloud battery management platform (CBMP). The proposed cloud-based condition monitoring and

fault diagnosis platform is validated by using a cyber-physical testbed and a computational cost

analysis for the CBMP. Therefore, the proposed platform will support the on-board health monitoring

and provide an intelligent and cost-effective maintenance of the large-scale Li-ion BESSs.

Keywords: battery management system (BMS); cloud computing; condition monitoring; fault

diagnosis; Internet of Things (IoT); large-scale lithium-ion battery energy storage systems;

lithium-ion battery

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are excellent power source and energy storage devices used in

various electrical and electronic systems due to high power and energy density, low maintenance

requirement, low self-discharge, and no memory effect [1]. Therefore, Li-ion batteries have recently

gained increasing interest in the large-scale (MW-scale) battery energy storage systems (BESSs) which

is now a critical unit for the management of electric power grids [2,3], especially with high penetration

of renewable energy generations [4–6] and electric vehicles (EVs) [7,8]. However, there are critical

concerns regarding the safety, reliability, and performance degradation of the Li-ion batteries [9] and

the overall system cost is still high. A properly designed battery management systems (BMSs) are

required not only for battery health monitoring and control to ensure their safety, reliability, optimal

performance, but also for cost-effectiveness [10]. Especially, these challenges will be more significant as

the number of battery cells increases, resulting in impeding the proliferation of large-scale Li-ion BESSs.

BMS typically includes a main BMS and module management systems for a battery bank [11,12].

A battery module mainly consists of multiple battery cells connected in series (e.g., 12-cell [13] and

96-cell with eight 12-cell monitoring integrated circuits (ICs) [14]). Figure 1 shows a grid-connected

large-scale Li-ion BESS where multiple battery banks are connected to the power grid through
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converters and an energy management system (EMS) manages the overall BESS. However, several

design deficiencies in current BMSs have hindered the integration of large-scale Li-ion battery

systems. These deficiencies include: (1) adopting sophisticated sensing [15] and wired communication

(e.g., controller area network (CAN) bus, [16], as shown in Figure 1), resulting in critical wire-harness

issues such as physical connection failure, communication error under electromagnetic interference

(EMI), increased cost, weight, complexity of battery pack design, and difficulty in automated

manufacturing [17]; (2) lacking a real-time fault diagnosis and prognosis algorithm; and (3) lacking

cost-effective embedded systems to implement the comprehensive battery algorithms (e.g., condition

monitoring [18], fault diagnosis [19] and prognosis [20]) and optimal control algorithms [2],

which might require high computational resources when designing the BMS systems.

 

Figure 1. The conventional battery management systems (BMSs) where each BMS consists of module

management systems (MMSs) and a master BMS for a large-scale Li-ion battery energy storage

system (BESS).

BMS can be revolutionized as a result of further investigation of the Internet of Things (IoT)

technologies [21] and cloud computing resources [22] to identify battery cell’s health condition and to

enhance scalability, cost-effectiveness, adaptability, safety, reliability, and flexibility of the large-scale

Li-ion BESSs. Recently, a cloud connected battery management system for small EVs [23] and cloud

battery data analytics services to accelerate battery product development [24] have been developed.

However, the actual investigation of IoT and cloud computing to design a cyber-physical BMS platform

for the large-scale Li-ion BESSs has been less studied.

A key mission of a BMS is to monitor battery health in online by a set of algorithms: condition

monitoring, fault diagnosis, and fault prognosis to improve operational performance, safety, reliability,

and lifespan of batteries. An excellent summary of the battery health monitoring algorithms may

be found in [25]. Condition monitoring for batteries is to track changes their critical parameters and

operational states (e.g., state of charge (SOC) and state of health (SOH) [26]. Unfortunately, they need to

be commonly estimated using the measurable data of the battery cells (e.g., voltage, current, and surface

temperature) since the values of those parameters and states are not directly measured by sensors

in BMSs. In general, the model-based condition monitoring methods are used. Variety model-based

condition monitoring algorithms have been proposed to estimate battery parameters and states

simultaneously. Kalman filter (KF)-family has been still widely used (e.g., a dual extended KF

(DEKF) [27], a dual sigma-point KF [28]) However, they increase the accuracy at the expense of

higher computational effort. One major alternative of KF-family is the more computationally efficient
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observer-based approaches (e.g., dual sliding mode observer (SMO) [29]). However, the accuracy of the

SMO-based methods will degrade due to the chattering when the model uncertainties are significant.

Battery cell faults include mild faults (e.g., aged faulty cell due to aging process) and incipient

faults (e.g., internally shorted cell). Specifically, early detection of an internal short circuit (i.e., the status

of an internal micro short circuit) in a battery cell can prevent thermal runaway that occurs a fire

and an explosion, and thus ensures battery safety [30]. Fault diagnosis for battery cell is a critical

technique that detects faulty cells and identifies types of faults [31]. A variety of fault diagnosis

methods have been proposed, which, are generally classified into categories: model-based methods and

model-free/data-driven methods. Model-based methods utilize a battery model (e.g., electrochemical

models [32,33], electrical circuit models [34], multiple models [35], and thermal models [36]) and

estimate parameters and/or evaluate residuals which can be good indicators for battery faults.

Model-based condition monitoring algorithm have been applied for the model-based fault diagnosis

(e.g., a sliding mode observer (SMO) [37], an adaptive unscented KF [38], and a structural analysis and

sequential residual generators [39]). Model-free methods extract fault symptoms from signals by using

signal processing methods (e.g., wavelet transform [40] and Shannon entropy [41]) and using artificial

intelligence [31] (e.g., fuzzy logic and artificial neural network).

This paper proposes a novel cloud-based battery condition monitoring and fault diagnosis

platform, which incorporates IoT-enabled wireless battery module management systems (WMMS)

and the proposed cloud battery management platform (CBMP) to support on-board battery health

monitoring and to provide intelligent and cost-effective maintenance of the large-scale BESSs.

The hybrid filter (HF)-based condition monitoring algorithm of cells and the proposed outlier

detection-based fault diagnosis algorithm are implemented in the CBMP. The proposed cloud-based

condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform is validated by: (1) a small-scale cloud-based BMS

simulator where a small-scale CBMP is implemented in Google Cloud and three battery module

emulators (BMEs) which are designed by three Raspberry pi boards (i.e., IoT devices) are built for

condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of thirty battery cells; and (2) a computational cost analysis

of the use of Google Cloud for the large-scale Li-ion BESSs. The results show that health conditions of

individual battery cells can be accurately estimated, and abnormal cells are effectively detected in the

cloud. Furthermore, the proposed platform is a scalable, fast, and cost-effective for maintenance of

the large-scale Li-ion BESSs. Compared to KF-family and SMO, the HF requires less computational

cost [42] and chattering issue, respectively. Furthermore, the outlier-based fault diagnosis is simple

and easy to implement compared to the conventional methods.

To the authors’ best knowledge, the investigation and actual implementation of the cloud-based

battery health monitoring platform for the large-scale BESSs has not been studied yet, which supports

on-board battery health monitoring and provides tools that will enable a new level of intelligent

and cost-effective maintenance in cyber-physical environments replacing an expensive supervisory

control and data acquisition system toward the next generation BMS. Furthermore, the proposed cloud

platform can be easily applied to other types of energy storage systems (e.g., supercapacitor [43]-based

energy storage systems). Providing such a tractable and practical cyber-physical platform for

large-scale Li BESSs is the main contribution of this paper.

2. Cloud-Based Battery Condition Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis Platform

The conventional BMS will be remarkably advanced by fully taking the advantages of the

state-of-the-art IoT and cloud computing systems toward a next generation BMS for larger-scale

BESSs. Figure 2 shows an overall design concept of the cyber-physical BMS for large-scale Li-ion

battery energy storage systems, which is a set of: (1) wireless module management systems (WMMSs)

incorporating IoT devices; and (2) a CBMP consisting of a cloud database, an analytics tools

and battery algorithms (i.e., cloud engine), and a cloud visualization. The components of the

cloud-based condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform proposed in this paper are highlighted

in Figure 2. The proposed cloud-based health monitoring platform includes IoT components
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(i.e., a data acquisition, communication, and an embedded processor) in the battery modules and cloud

components (i.e., a cloud storage and parallel computing, data mining analytics tools, and battery

condition monitoring and fault diagnosis algorithms). It is expected that the proposed cyber-physical

platform will also open research opportunities of dispersed wireless BMS systems for EVs, large

transport aircraft [44], electric ships [45], and cloud-based smart grids [46].

 

Figure 2. The system architecture of the proposed cyber-physical battery management system for the

large-scale Li-ion battery energy storage systems and components of the proposed cloud-based battery

condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform.

2.1. IoT Components (Wireless Module Management System)

The data acquisition is performed by sensors that measure battery cell voltage, current,

and temperature at given sampling time (e.g., Ts = 1 s) in the WMMS. The data is temporary stored

in the communication component in the IoT device which is responsible for sending the stored data

to the cloud data storage in the cloud server with assured security, ideally in near real-time using

transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) protocol via IoT Gateway/router. On the

other hand, the module management system receives the comprehensive health monitoring results

and optimal control commends form cloud battery management system. Typically, the IoT devices is

equipped with a short-range radio such as Wi-Fi, Zigbee, and Low-power Bluetooth, which transfers

data/signals to other modules or a concentrator using IoT protocols [47]. Moreover, IoT Gateway is

expected to aggregate large amounts of data from diverse IoT devices, with the consequent requirement

for quick data aggregation, and an increase in the necessity to index, store, and process the data more

effectively. Access to the cloud will be offered through various user interfaces such as IoT interface

application programming interface (API). Due to the IoT and cloud support, the WMMS can reduce

wire-harness issue, simpler on-board controller, resulting in increased battery module scalability and

improved manufacturing productivity.

2.2. Cloud Components (Cloud Battery Management Platform)

Figure 3 depicts the proposed CBMP that has three distinct cloud components: cloud storage (C1);

cloud engine (C2) where a cloud software platform integrates analytics tools and battery algorithms;

and a cloud visualization (C3). The system is designed to support battery health monitoring, control,

and maintenance through condition monitoring such as SOC and critical model parameters of battery

cells (e.g., capacity and impedance), early detection battery cell failures (i.e., fault diagnosis), prediction

of the remaining useful life of battery cells (i.e., fault prognosis), and optimal control under smart grid

environment can be added.
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C1 incorporates the data storage and management tool that is offered by cloud service providers

or cloud database service (e.g., Firebase offered by Google). C1 will enable IoT or users to: (1) upload

the battery data from the IoT devices in WMMSs into the cloud storage via internet; (2) assign data

types (e.g., private or public data, testing conditions, battery chemistry, etc.); (3) allocate data to their

storage folders in the cloud database server; and (4) send the health conditions of the individual battery

cells and optimal control commands to IoT devices in WMMSs.

C2 employs: (1) the high-performance parallel computing that executes multithreads of the high

computational battery algorithms to monitor a large number of battery cells very fast; (2) data mining

to find abnormal battery cells from the outcomes of condition monitoring algorithms for fault diagnosis

(e.g., outlier detection [48]); (3) machine learning for fault prognosis (e.g., support vector machine);

and (4) optimization tools for optimal power management (e.g., Google optimization tools (OR-Tools))

given health conditions and demand of smart grid. Additional analytical tools offered by the cloud

service providers will be easily incorporated in the cloud software platform through APIs.

C3 makes the data and analytics results accessible to users in a readily digestible format such

as tables, charts, and graphs. Users can utilize visualization tools offered by cloud service providers

(e.g., Google chart) or by open source libraries (e.g., D3.js).

As a result, the proposed CBMP will not only dramatically reduce overall system and maintenance

costs, but also improve operational performance and safety of the large-scale BESSs.

 

Figure 3. The proposed cloud battery management system platform.

3. Cloud-Based Battery Condition Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis Algorithms

Battery algorithms are a set of comprehensive algorithms for BMS, which includes condition

monitoring, fault diagnosis, fault prognosis, optimal control, etc. A hybrid filter (HF)-based condition

monitoring incorporating a real-time battery model developed by authors [42] and the proposed

outlier mining-based fault diagnosis algorithm are applied in the CBMP. In addition, various cloud

analytics tools can be easily included in the cloud platform for fault prognosis and optimization tools

for optimal control under smart grid environment.

3.1. HF-Based Condition Monitoring

Figure 4 shows the real-time battery model. VOC (i.e., instantaneous open-circuit voltage (OCV)

comprises two parts. The first part, denoted by Voc(SOC), represents an equilibrium OCV, which is

used to bridge the SOC to the cell average OCV. The second part Vh is the hysteresis voltage capturing

the hysteresis effect of the OCV. The IV characteristics and the transient response of the battery cell are

modeled by the RC circuit: Specifically, the series resistance Rs identifies the charge/discharge energy

losses of the cell; the charge transfer resistance Rc and the double layer capacitance Cd represent the
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short-term diffusion voltage Vd of the cell; and Vcell is the terminal voltage of the cell. A discrete-time

state-space version of the electrical circuit with hysteresis model is described as follows [1]:

x(k + 1) =







1 0 0

0 α 0

0 0 H






x(k) +







−ηTs
Ctot

0

β 0

0 (H − 1)







[

iB(k)

sign(iB(k))

]

(1)

y(k) = Voc(SOC(k))− Vd(k)− RsiB(k) + Vhmaxvh(k) (2)

Voc(SOC) = −a0 exp(−a1SOC) + a2 + a3SOC − a4SOC2 + a5SOC3 (3)

where y(k) = Vcell(k), x(k + 1) = [SOC(k + 1), Vd(k + 1), vh(k + 1)]T is the state, k is the time index, Vcell(k) is

the measured cell terminal voltage, η is the Coulomb efficiency (assuming η = 1); Ctot denotes the total

capacity of the battery cell [49], Ts is the sampling period; iB(k) is the instantaneous cell current (iB is

negative if the cell is operated in the charge mode); Vhmax represents the maximum hysteresis voltage;

α = exp(−Ts/τ) with τ = Rc·Cd; β = Rc(1 − α); sign(·) is the sign function; and H(iB) = exp(−ρ|iB|Ts),

where ρ is the hysteresis parameter characterizing the convergence rate; and aj (j = 0, ···, 5) are the

coefficients used to parameterize the Voc(SOC) function. To simulate a micro shorted cell, a short circuit

resistor Risc [34] will be included, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Battery A real-time battery model with internal short circuit resistor Risc.

A block diagram of the HF is shown Figure 5. The essence of the HF method is to combine an

extended Kalman filter (EKF) for real-time model parameter identification and a smooth variable

structure filter (SVSF) for real-time SOC estimation. When new measurements are available, two filters

run concurrently at each time interval: the state SVSF estimates states using the current estimated

model parameters from the weighted EKF and the weighted EKF estimates the model parameters

using the current estimated states from the state SVSF. Based on the prior information, the algorithm is

initialized by choosing the best guesses of the battery parameters, state x0 and tuning parameters of

EKF (i.e., P0, Q, R), and SVSF (i.e., γ and Ψ).
















































η η

α − τ τ β − α ∙ −ρ
ρ ∙∙∙

γ Ψ

Figure 5. Block diagram of the hybrid filter.
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The parameter filter uses a state equation of cell parameters and an output cell voltage of optimal

parameter dynamics.

θk+1 = θk + rk (4)

yk = h(xk, iB,k, θk) + ek (5)

where parameter vector θ = [α, β, 1/Ctot, Rs, ρ, Vhmax] and the corresponding state error covariance

matrix P; rk is the process noise assumed to be Gaussian white noise with zero mean and covariance of

Q; and ek represents measurement noise and estimation error with zero-mean Gaussian white noise

assumption and its covariance of R. The weighted EKF first executes time update by computing prior

parameter vector θ̂k|k−1 and their error covariance Pk|k−1.

θ̂k|k−1 = θ̂k−1 (6)

Pk|k−1 = Pk−1 + Q (7)

Then, the estimated measurements are computed.

Kθ
k = Pk|k−1(C

θ
k )

T
[Cθ

k Pk|k−1(C
θ
k )

T
+ R)]−1 (8)

θ̂k|k = θ̂k|k−1 + Kθ
k ey,k|k−1 (9)

Pk|k = (I6 − LkCθ
k )Pk|k−1 (10)

where Kθ
k is Kalman filter gain at time k. Since x̂k is function of the parameter vector θ̂k, the computation

of Cθ
k involves a total derivative.

The SVSF is designed based on the state space model (1) and (2) to perform the state estimation

and SVSF gain equation is modified for battery cells. The dynamics of the proposed SVSF are given by:

x̂k+1|k = f (x̂k, iB,k, θ̂k) (11)

where x̂k+1|k is the predicted (or priori) state estimate, x̂k|k is the current state estimate, f is a vector

field. The state SVSF follows the similar manner as the weighted EKF. The state SVSF first executes

time update by computing prior state vector x̂k|k−1 and a measurement ŷk|k−1 is written as follows:

x̂k|k−1 = f (x̂k−1, iB,k−1, θ̂k|k−1) (12)

ŷk|k−1 = h(x̂k|k−1, iB(k), θ̂k|k−1)
∼= Cx

k x̂k|k−1 (13)

ey,k|k−1 = yk − h(x̂k|k−1, iB,k, θ̂k|k−1) (14)

where Cx
k is the linearized measurement matrix and written as follows:

Cx
k =

[

∂VOC(SOCk|k−1)

∂SOCk|k−1
, −1, −1

]

(15)

To insure the numerical stability, the SVSF gain, Kx
k , will be also calculated as:

Kx
k =

(Cx
k )

T

Cx
k Cx

k
T + ωI3

(|ey,k|k−1|+ γ|ey,k−1|) ◦ sat(ey,k|k−1, Ψ) (16)

where ey,k−1 represents a posteriori measurement error in the previous step; Ψ denotes the smoothing

boundary layer width; γ (0 < γ < 1) is the SVSF convergence rate; ◦ is the Schur product; and I3 is the
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3 × 3 identity matrix; and ω is the damping parameter (e.g., 10−12). The SVSF gain is used to correct

the state estimate x̂k|k−1 as follows:

{

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk

ey,k = yk − h(x̂k|k, iB,k, θ̂k|k−1)
(17)

where x̂k|k is the corrected (or posteriori) state estimate in the current time step k.

3.2. Outlier Mining-Based Fault Diagnosis

Fault diagnosis mainly detects abnormal cells (i.e., shorted cells or anomaly aged cells) that

will be faulted very soon, which are more practically useful in the battery systems. Any detectable

abnormalities in the measurements (e.g., cell voltage and current) and condition monitoring results

(e.g., states SOC, Vc, and Vh, and parameters Ctot, Rs, and Rc) will be good indicators of fault diagnosis

algorithms. Figure 6 shows a clustering analysis of healthy cells, shorted cells [34], and anomaly aged

cells (i.e., almost dead cells) [19,20] using estimated parameters Ctot and Rtot (=Rs + Rc). Since the

shorted cells and aged cells have high abnormalities of Ctot and Rtot compared to those of normal cells,

two parameters are considered as good outlier values in the proposed method.

Outlier detection is a method of data mining and a process of finding data objects with behaviors

that are very different from expectation [48]. A distance-based outlier detection approach with

Z-score standardized preprocessing method [50] is proposed for battery fault diagnosis using the

estimated parameters Ctot and Rtot of the individual battery cells from the threads of HF-based

condition monitoring algorithms in the CBMP. The Z-score standardized method is computed by:

Z1,n =
Ctot,n − avg(Ctot)

std(Ctot)
, Z2,n =

Rtot,n − avg(Rtot)

std(Rtot)
(18)

where Z1 and Z2 are the preprocessed parameters of Ctot and Rtot, respectively; n is battery cell number

(n = 1, . . . , N) and N denotes the number of battery cells; avg(.) and std(.) represents the mean of the

parameters of cells the standard deviation of the parameter, respectively.

The distance-based outlier detection method utilizes Euclidean distance between two points,

which develops a flexible distance function and extracts outliers effectively. The outlier values O(Z1)

for Ctot and O(Z2) for Rtot are defined as the sum of Euclidean distances among a specific cell n and

others (i = 1, . . . , N).
{

O(Z1,n) = sum(|Z1,n − Z1,i|), i = 1, . . . , N

O(Z2,n) = sum(|Z2,n − Z2,i|), i = 1, . . . , N
(19)

Large outlier values O(Z1) and/or O(Z2) mean the cell tends to be abnormal compared to other

cells. When both outlier values O(Z1) and O(Z2) of a cell are large, it will be classified as an anomaly

aged cell as shown in Figure 5. On the other hand, a shorted cell will only have a large O(Z1). By this

way, the proposed fault diagnosis algorithm classifies types of faulted battery cells.
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γ Ψ

θ − − − − − −

− − − − − −

σ

ρ −

Figure 6. Clustering analysis of healthy (normal) cells, shorted (abnormal) cells, aged (abnormal) cells.

4. Results

Simulation on a cyber-physical testbed validates the proposed cloud-based condition monitoring

and fault diagnosis platform. The proposed cloud platform is built in Google Cloud. In Section 4.1,

a small-scale cloud-based BMS simulator for thirty battery cells is developed. The results verify the

effectiveness of the cloud-based condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform. Section 4.2 makes

a computational cost analysis using date from a thousand cells to demonstrate that the proposed

CBMP is scalable, fast, and cost-effect so that it is applicable to large-scale BESSs.

Across this section, the real-time battery model with/without an internal short circuit resistor

in Section 2.1 (see Table 1 for completeness) is used to generate cell data; the HF-based condition

monitoring and the outlier detection-based fault diagnosis algorithm are implemented in the CBMP

and executed. In the HF algorithm, the tuning parameters γ and Ψ of SVSFx are set to be 0.1 and

0.2; while, the initial state covariance P0, process noise covariance matrix Q, and measurement noise

covariance matrix R, used in the EKFθ design are defined as diag[10−6, 10−9, 10−13, 10−5, 10−8, 10−5],

diag[10−7, 10−10, 5 × 10−15, 10−5, 10−8, 10−6] and 0.42, respectively. The tuning parameters are selected

by trial-and-error in an effort to minimize the estimation error. We use the SOC from the Coulomb

counting as the reference (true) SOC. All methods use the same current profile as shown in Figure 7,

which is corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian random noises with variances σ2 = (0.01)2.

Table 1. Battery Model Parameters.

Risc (ohm) 30 (Shorted Cell) Risc (ohm) Infinite (Normal and Aged Cells)

ρ 2.47 × 10−3 Vhmax (V) 0.03
Ts 1 s a0 0.852
a1 63.867 a2 3.692
a3 0.559 a4 0.51
a5 0.508
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Figure 7. A Small-scale cloud-based BMS simulator.

4.1. Validation of a Small-Scale Cloud-Based BMS

Figure 7 illustrates the developed small-scale cloud-based BMS simulator which includes a

CBMP and three battery module emulators (BME)s. The BME is designed with Raspberry pi board

(i.e., an IoT device) and stores module data (i.e., battery cell voltage and current data generated by ten

battery cell simulation models in Figure 3). The BMEs send the module data to Google spreadsheet

(i.e., a cloud database in Figure 1) via internet, where Google sheet API embedded in the BME enables

the data to be stored/synchronized in Google spreadsheet. Google App engine (i.e., an analytics tool

in Figure 1) executes multithreads of the HF-based condition monitoring algorithms and the fault

diagnosis algorithm written in Java for individual cells using parallel computing in the Google Cloud.

The health monitoring results are stored in the Google spreadsheet, and then the health conditions

are sent to module BMSs via internet and user can observe the results in the Google spreadsheet and

visualization tools.

The estimation results of total capacity Ct, total resistance Rt, and SOC values of Cell 1 in BME 1,

Cell 11 in BME 2, and Cell 21 in BME 3 are validated. The results are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8b–d

depict the comparison of true capacities, resistances, and SOCs of the battery cell models with the

estimated values from the HF-based condition monitoring algorithm in Google cloud. The results

show that the HP method converges to the true values and accurately estimate capacities, resistances,

and SOCs individual battery cells except for the shorted cell. Since the battery model used in the

HP-based condition monitoring does not consider the Risc, the estimation errors of the shorted cell are

larger than others. However, this is beneficial to detect the shorted cell because the larger estimation

error adds more abnormality to the outlier detector of the proposed outlier mining-based fault

diagnosis algorithm. Figure 9a,b illustrate the outlier values of the total capacities and resistance of the

batteries computed by the proposed outlier mining-based fault diagnosis algorithm using the estimated

Ctot and Rtot values. The results show that Cell 20 (aged cell) has significantly large outlier values O(Z1)

and O(Z2), while Cell 10 (shorted cell) only has significantly large O(Z1). Therefore, the proposed fault

diagnosis algorithm can provide online fault detection and classification of the individual batteries.
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Figure 8. Comparison of true and estimated values of Cell 1, Cell 10 (shorted), Cell 11, Cell 20 (aged),

and Cell 21 from the condition monitoring in Google cloud: (a) input current profile; (b) Ctot; (c) Rtot;

and (d) state of charge (SOC) estimation error.
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Figure 9. Outlier values of the total capacities and resistances of Cell 1, Cell 10 (internal short), Cell 11,

Cell 20 (aged), and Cell 21 from the proposed outlier detection-based fault diagnosis algorithm in

Google cloud: (a) O(Z1) and (b) O(Z2).

Therefore, the proposed battery condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform enables reliable

health monitoring for individual battery cells with scalable parallel computing analysis for larger-scale

Li-ion battery systems, which might be impossible in the embedded BMS systems. In addition, various

cloud analysis tools can be easily included in the cloud platform such as data mining tools and deep

learning for the comprehensive early fault diagnosis (e.g., sensor fault, communication fault, and loose
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connection (causing arc fault)), machine learning tools for fault prognosis and optimization tools for

optimal control.

4.2. Computational Cost Analysis

Next, we verify that the proposed CBMP works effectively in the large-scale Li-ion BESSs through

computational cost analysis. Data (i.e., voltage and current) from the number of cells (1, 10, 100,

and 1000) for 43,000 s is stored in the cloud database, where and then the battery health monitoring

algorithms are executed with Intel processors (single with 3.75 GB RAM, dual with 7.5 GB RAM,

and quad with 15 GB RAM) in Google Cloud. Table 2 illustrates the comparison of computational time

and estimated cost for Google Cloud’ three-year usage [51] of the battery health monitoring algorithms

in the CBMP.

The results clearly show that the cloud platform can not only easily scale up to monitor the large

number of cells by automatically developing multithreads of the health monitoring algorithm, but also

compute faster by increasing the number of processor cores with additional cost. This will ultimately

ensure intelligent maintenance with low cost compared to an expensive STACOM systems for the

large-scale BESSs. The optimal usage of the cloud resources will depend on number of battery cells

and required computation of battery algorithms and visualization, and additional software added in

the CBMP, which will be further studied in the future. Therefore, the proposed CBMP can provide

scalable, fast, and cost-effective health monitoring for the larger-scale Li-ion battery systems.

Table 2. Computational time in seconds and estimated cost for three-year usage of the battery health

monitoring algorithm in the cloud-based battery management platform (CBMP).

Number of Cells Number of Threads
Number of Cores

Single Dual Quad

1 1 10.29 s 7.10 s 4.5 s
10 10 11.23 s 6.35 s 3.79 s
100 100 14.56 s 7.39 s 4.68 s

1000 1000 21.23 s 13.42 s 8.53 s

Estimated cost for 3 years ($) in committed usage $561 $1123 $2247

5. Conclusions

This paper has proposed a cloud-based condition monitoring and fault diagnosis platform for

large-scale Li-ion BESSs. The proposed platform is implemented and validated in a cyber-physical

testbed using Google Cloud and Raspberry Pi 3 IoT boards. The results show that SOCs, resistances,

and capacities of individual battery cells can be accurately estimated by the multithread of condition

monitoring algorithms as well as faulty cells can be detected by the data mining algorithm in the

proposed platform. Moreover, computational cost analysis has validated that the proposed platform

is scalable, fast, and cost-effective health monitoring for the larger-scale Li-ion battery systems.

Future works include: (1) the design of the WMMS hardware and effective wireless IoT network;

(2) improving CBMP by adding more battery algorithms, optimal control methods, and visualization

tools; (3) evaluating the impact of network latency of cloud-based communications on the BMS,

(4) overall life time cost analysis and optimal cloud resource allocation of the proposed platform and

(5) analysis of data obtained from an actual large-scale BESS. As a result, the advanced BMS will not

only dramatically reduce the barriers of impeding the proliferation of large-scale Li-ion BESSs by

reducing the overall system and maintenance costs, but also improve the operational performance and

safety of the large-scale battery systems.
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